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the car outside and listened, just beyond the belt of yellow
light. There were a few stars in the night sky, and our ears
were sharpened by the darkness. But there was little need
to strain. For the small chapel rocked and rang with the
gay reiteration. Pounding feet drove the lilt home, as the
whole congregation swung to a single rhythm, proclaiming
in exultant repetition that they were " coming, Lord, I'm
coming; yes, I'm coming, Lord, I'm coming, For I'm
coming. , . ." They were clapping now; and the struck
hands kept time to the lilting chorus and the drumming
feet, except when an excited voice came in just ahead of the
beat. That was the authentic note of the cotton belt. In
another form it croons on saxophones, thuds intoxicatingly
on the trap-drum, sets the whole modern world astir with
the latest undulation of the dance, and then goes home to
prance a domestic cake-walk. Need we pursue its ancestry
up the dark forest paths, where the witch-dancers sway and
the drums throb for sacrifice? Such research as Mr.
Lindsay's would detect the Hun beneath the Hungarian
and catch a distant gleam of Attila's wild rider in the
Rhapsodie Hongroise, After all, Stonehenge was one of Dr.
Johnson's antecedents; but no one has ever thought of
searching Rasselas for signs of human sacrifice.
No less unfortunate, I feel, is the tendency manifested
by one accomplished man of letters to treat the Negro as a
fantastic tit-bit, as what Mr. Ezra Pound once denominated
" a speciality" as, in fine, a species of literary delicatessen,
Since I am no divine, I would not dare to question the
theology of Nigger Heaven, But I prefer to view the Negro
more broadly in his American surroundings. Dismissing
his ancestry and his secret thoughts, I accept him gratefully
as a romantic figure on the American scene. Browning
once dated European romance from an age
When red and blue were indeed red and blue,
American romance must wear, for me, a darker colour.
So I was duly grateful, whenever a spectacled darkey with

